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Empowering Educators With a
Dependable, Cost-Effective Network
Your network is a key element in delivering education to wherever your students are located.
A connected classroom requires robust connectivity to provide a compelling learning
experience for students. However, as educators are continuously looking to improve the
virtual classroom experience, they’re also looking for ways to keep the costs down.

Get a Quote

Leverage
Cost-Effective Optics

Deliver A+
Virtual Classrooms

Enable Uninterrupted
Learning

Capitalize our full breadth of
compatible transceivers and network
cabling without the OEM markup.

Provide upgraded online educational
experiences while reducing CAPEX.

Our industry-leading 99.98%
reliability rating ensures reliable and
uninterrupted virtual classrooms.

Product Solutions
1G/10G Transceivers

Network Cabling

Seamlessly upgrade your existing networks with our fully
tested and compatible optics.

Leverage a wide array of cabling options including DACs,
AOCs, and patch cables.

Shop >

Shop >
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Benefits Without Compromise
Quality & Compatibility
Our end-to-end testing guarantees an industry-leading 99.98% reliability rating and full OEM compatibility.

Custom Solutions

Cost Savings

ProLabs’ expert engineers can custom code
your optics to support all the features on the
OEM switch.

With ProLabs optics, you can avoid the OEM
markup and enjoy significant savings of up to
70%.

Trade Compliancy

Widest Selection of Optics

Most of ProLabs’ optics are TAA compliant,
ready to fulfill any government contract. We
also adhere to NEBS, ISO and more to ensure
our products are safe and reliable.

From legacy 100BASE to cutting-edge 400G,
enjoy our deep inventory of transceivers,
cables, and much more.

Lifetime Warranty

24-Hour Drop Ship

In the rare case you need it, leverage our
lifetime warranty to make sure your network
is fully covered.

ProLabs is readily-stocked with the optics you
need, and we offer same day shipping if you
order today.

Advance Replacement RMAs

24/7 Expert Support

With ProLabs’ lifetime warranty, expedite
your replacement parts through our rapid
RMA system.

From purchase to implementation, get peace
of mind with our worldwide 24/7/365 expert
engineering support.

Learn about our proprietary part tracking and serialization process.

Every unit is custom coded
for full feature compatibility.

Each part tested within intended
environment to guarantee performance.

All orders checked and verified as
accurate before shipment.
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ProLabs is a leading provider of optical networking solutions. For over
two decades, we have delivered optical connectivity solutions that give
our customers freedom, choice, and seamless interoperability. We serve
a diverse range of industries including enterprise, government, and global
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service providers.
By championing higher standards for technology, service, and cost,
ProLabs is changing the mindset of data centers and service providers
the world over. We supply solutions that are 100% compatible in form
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and functionality across 100 OEM environments, covering more than and
20,000 systems and platforms.
At ProLabs we invest in people, R&D, equipment, and processes to ensure
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our optics are second to none. Our mission is to provide certified optical
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connectivity solutions across all networks. This means meeting MSA
specifications, undergoing rigorous compliance measures to achieve TAA,
RoHS, NEBS Level 3, and more.

